ATTACHMENT NO. 1
SPLIT ROCK LIGHTHOUSE STATE PARK
CAMPGROUND EXPANSION PROJECT
WRITTEN COMMENTS RECEIVED DURING
EAW PUBLIC REVIEW AND COMMENT PERIOD
DECEMBER 26, 2011 – JANUARY 25, 2012

Comment Letter No. 1 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
Ballavance, Brett (MPCA)
Sent:
Thursday, December 29, 2011 11:19 AM
To:
Wieland, Ronald (DNR); Sobania, Dave B (DNR)
Attachments: 7081 0080 Performance Criteria.pdf image002.png
Subject: [PCA Comment]
Hello Ron. Just thought I’d send another comment on the Split Rock project related to the wastewater
aspect of things.. I’m just trying to help a sister agency out in terms of bringing out the potential issues to
help move things along. The campground expansion at Split Looks like a great project. I copied Dave
Sobania on this email yet I’m not sure how involved he would get in something like this. Since I’m going
to mention a technical issue related to wastewater treatment I thought it would be good to include Dave
on this. Feel free to give me a call on this issue if you want but I attached a copy of a relatively new rule
(2008) that applies to soil-based wastewater systems with flows between 5,000 and 10,000 gpd. Since the
EAW mentions that the flow for the campground part might be in that range, I thought I would be
important to see this rule. Perhaps I sent this rule previously though. I do see the text in the EAW that
says the permit issues will be worked out later with Lake County or the MPCA. That sounds fine but I’m
sure people would like to know up front of any potential bigger deal issues so that is what I’m up to here.
The issue I want to mention up front here has to do with our requirement to treat and remove the nitrogen
in the wastewater down to a certain level. The EAW mentions that the project would likely use mound
systems to dispose of the wastewater. What I’m trying to do here is just not surprise people down the road
with what could potentially be a big deal in terms of expense and operational issues for the campground. I
don’t make the rules around here but this nitrogen rule is a big deal and if it applies to this campground it
would mean that a wastewater treatment facility capable of tertiary treatment of nitrogen would be
required up front of the mounds. Just to give you a visual example of this I included the flow diagram
below for a recent school wastewater system that was constructed north of Duluth that had to comply with
this new rule as well. They utilized at-grade mounds to dispose of the wastewater but up front of those atgrades they had to install a fairly complex wastewater system to remove the nitrogen. The issue here is
protection of the drinking water supplies and all in terms of nitrate-nitrogen impacts. The nitrogen
removal system below cost in the neighborhood of $400,000 to construct. I’m sure that is the kind of
thing that could freak someone out down the road here so I thought I would put this on the table now. In
addition, the operational expense of a wastewater system with nitrogen removal is also an issue to be
aware of. Perhaps I’m missing something here and this is not an issue for the campground but maybe we
should continue to discuss things. Email or give me a call if you want to chat about this.
Brett A. Ballavance, P.E.; Engineer Senior; Municipal Division - Duluth Office
(218) 302 -6619 - office (218) 340 -1039 - cell (218) 723 -4727 - fax
email: brett.ballavance@state.mn.us website: www.pca.state.mn.us
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Comment Letter No. 2 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
David Stanton
To:
Review, Environmental (DNR)
Subject:
EAW for Split Rock
Date:
Thursday, December 29, 2011 3:12:46 PM
Any time the environment can be further protected I support the effort. Adding up to 77 acres to the
already wonderful park is definitely in the best interest of the state, the country, and most importantly, the
environment. You have my strong support.
David Stanton
2441 Pleasant View Drive
New Brighton, MN 55112-5043

Comment Letter No. 3 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
Ted Chura
To:
Review, Environmental (DNR)
Subject:
Expansion of Split Rock Lighthouse State Park campground
Date:
Thursday, December 29, 2011 3:35:42 PM
It's good news to hear about this expansion because more campground space is needed along the North
Shore, and the Split Rock location would be ideal. The private campgrounds cannot hold a candle to the
State's well designed campgrounds. Wish this was done a few years ago when we sponsored a Roadtrek
Rally along the North Shore. Hope all goes well.
Ted Chura
570 Marshall St.
570 Marshall St.
Duluth, MN 55803-1981

Comment Letter No. 4 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
Pamela Freeman
To:
Review, Environmental (DNR)
Subject:
expansion of Split Rock lighthouse campsites
Date:
Thursday, December 29, 2011 9:21:14 PM
I have not seen the actual plans, so am not entirely sure of the placement of roads and campsites within
this park.
I have camped in this park numerous times, and also visited the park on a day visit, day hiking basis as
well.
I am somewhat concerned, as one of the great aspects of this park is it's feel of being wilderness once you
get past the campsites. The hiking trails are sometimes not easy, and the views on the lake and within the
woods are a treasure.
I am hoping that the expansion will not be deleterious to these aspects of this park.

I know full well that there are more people that want to camp there than it can hold now. But I think this
park will always be in demand, and no increase in camping sites is going to relieve that. We enjoy the
car in and hike in sites particularly, and no longer car camp as it is too noisy and people want to play
radios and be loud. The car in sites and hiking in sites allow us to enjoy the park and camp, but get away
from the crowds.
Please take this into consideration when doing this planning and constructing. This is a beautiful park
BECAUSE it is big and does not have roads and easy access everywhere. This is part of its beauty. If it
becomes too crowded, it will no longer be a place I feel welcome so much. Already popular parks such as
Gooseberry are too populated for those of us who go to the parks to "get away" from people and cars and
the like. Please do not ruin this by expanding in a way that takes that away from Split Rock.
Thank you, Pamela Freeman
Anoka, MN

Comment Letter No. 5 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
AuldBear@aol.com
To:
Review, Environmental (DNR)
Subject:
Split Rock EAW
Date:
Saturday, December 31, 2011 9:50:22 AM
You all need to understand, among other things, that most of us are scornful of any site that charges a
large fee and is not linked to other such sites. If Split Rock, fee picnic laybys and national forest facilities
all came under one fee or card, THEN we would care. I do not go to Split Rocj because the state and
DNR have not worked out an agreement with the County parks and the USFS, Park service, etc. for ONE
MINNESOTA WILDERNESS FEE THAT WOULD LET ALL OF US USE ALL OF THE FACILITIES
IN THE STATE. It's pathetic that you maintain your little fiefdoms when your users see a much larger
picture.
Dyke Williams
3725 Parkway
Deephaven, MN 55391

Comment Letter No. 6 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
Mike G. Holznagel
To:
Review, Environmental (DNR)
Subject:
splitrockeaw
Date:
Tuesday, January 03, 2012 9:01:19 AM
Adding additional sites would be good,, park is always full !
Mike Holznagel
Gorham Oien Mechanical
320-679-6643 direct line phone
320-679-1619 company fax
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Comment Letter No. 7 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
Wally Heise
To:
Review, Environmental (DNR)
Subject:
Split Rock EAW
Date:
Monday, January 02, 2012 7:06:55 PM
Comments about state park expansion - As a private campground owner I have no problem with state
parks adding sites and expanding to meet the need of their customers, but I have one main concern /
complaint - Please start charging a competitive price for your campsites.
As a private campground, I do not get state tax dollars to pay my expenses or to do improvements, and at
the same time a percentage of my taxes help subsidize the operational budget of all state parks. So I am
forced to charge more for my services in order to stay in business and pay my taxes to help support my
competition. Please charge more for your services (as I am forced to do) to decrease the amount of tax
dollars needed to operate the parks. The state should not be in the business of competing with private
businesses!
Sincerely,
Wally Heise
South Isle Family Campground LLC
39002 Highway 47
Isle, Mn. 56342
320-676-8538
www.southislecampground.com

Comment Letter No. 8 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
John Lundy
To:
Review, Environmental (DNR)
Subject:
Split Rock EAW
Date:
Tuesday, January 03, 2012 9:51:58 AM
For admittedly selfish reasons, I'm opposed to adding an RV campground to Split Rock. I would like to
see Split Rock remain relatively pristine, and I think these plans would significantly uglify the park. (I
don't think "uglify" is a word, but it should be.) If money is available, I think it should be spent on upkeep
of what we already have in our great state park system.
If anything is added to Split Rock, I would suggest doubling the number of cart-in sites.
John Lundy
5522 W. Eighth St.
Duluth, MN 55807

Comment Letter No. 9 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
Jean Edstrom
To:
Review, Environmental (DNR)
Subject:
Split Rock EAW
Date
Tuesday, January 03, 2012 11:34:31AM
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Yeah! Need say no more- we are excited!
Comment Letter No. 10 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
Jon Peters
To:
Review, Environmental (DNR)
Subject:
Split Rock EAW
Date:
Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:36:47 AM
Sounds like a wonderful project.
Jon Peters
34524 Lanesboro Ct
North Branch, Mn 55056

Comment Letter No. 11 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
Dana Simonson
To:
Review, Environmental (DNR)
Subject:
Split Rock EAW
Date:
Tuesday, January 03, 2012 2:59:38 PM
It appears from the EAW that all sites will be electric. If this is correct, great! If not, please consider
making all sites electric capable and potentially using a technical solution to allow enabling the electric
service on a per rental basis if maintenance of the current rate differential is desired. Electric sites at
current campgrounds in the area are difficult to reserve.
I do not need to be added to the mailing list. Thanks
-Dana Simonson

Comment Letter No. 12 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
Scott Olson
To:
Review, Environmental (DNR)
Cc:
seolson@frontiernet.net
Subject:
splitrock eaw
Date:
Tuesday, January 03, 2012 3:43:23 PM
Hello, I’m very disappointed in the Split Rock expansion a HUGE part of the draw to the park is the
quietness of no motorized vehicles. Will they at least keep the cart in sites intact were they are and
separated from the big clunky RVs?
Although the visitor center is great the expansion of Gooseberry Falls was too extreme as well.
Very disappointed Minnesota resident longtime camper
Scott L. Olson, Sr.
18821 English Ave.
Farmington, MN.55024
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Comment Letter No. 13 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
chri1215@umn.edu
To:
Review, Environmental (DNR)
Subject:
Split Rock
Date:
Friday, January 06, 2012 3:08:29 PM
Hello, My Name is Daryn Christenson, I am a 27 year old from Minneapolis and I have been hiking the
North Superior Trail for the last 3 years and camping in MN for the last 8 years. I just want to let you
know how extremely disappointed I am in with the plans for "progress" in the Split Rock Lighthouse
State Park.
I don't really understand why we would want to do something like this. What is the point? Are we trying
to attract more people to the nature world--the wilderness by destroying it, cause that is essentially what
you are doing. People who look like the comforts of electricity, homes (mobile homes) and the like
should jsut stay in the city, it appears obvious to me. Since what they like is civilization. Why are you
ruining one of the few places i can find in this state to get away from the chains of civilization and the
oppression that plagues over my soul due to the bullshit modernization I and many of my friends have
had to deal with in the name of "progress." This is why I am urging you to keep the concrete mixing
truck and the electricians out of this park! They're aim is only to make money and they care little for the
natural world that sustains! Please..PLEASE keep civilization out of our parks, their is plenty of room for
that disgusting horrid shit in the city. Leave the Natural world Natural! I beg you! Or pretty soon there
will be no where where i can go to escape the sounds of machines and enjoy the quiet hum of the breeze
blowing through the trees, the birds chirping, the gentle flow of the creek. I work all year for the
opportunity to leave for a few weekends a year and escape the sound cars, and stereos and the bullshit that
Americans call culture!
Sincerely,
A very concerned lover of Nature!
I apologize for they language of this e-mail, its just that i am very
pissed off by this foul news!

Comment Letter No. 14 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
Dyanne Ross-Hanson
To:
Review, Environmental (DNR)
Subject:
Split Rock EAW
Date:
Saturday, January 07, 2012 7:00:14 AM
Importance:
High
Hello, I am a loyal visitor to the Split Rock Lighthouse State Park. Our family has chosen the park for
many years because of its stunning natural beauty along with its tranquility.
I STRONGLY OBJECT to any expansion of the camping/lodging facilities in the Split Rock Lighthouse
Park. It would violate the very essence of this natural treasure! Dyanne
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Dyanne Ross-Hanson CLU, CFP, ChFC
President
Exit Planning Strategies, LLC
Directing The Process

Currell Centre
7616 Currell Blvd., Ste. 200
Woodbury, MN 55125 p. 651 426-0848
f. 651 925-0050
www.exitplanstrategies.com
Email Privacy Disclosure: This e-mail, including attachments, is covered by the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521, is confidential, and may be legally privileged. If you
are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, use, distribution or copying is strictly prohibited. If you
have received this email in error, please notify me by telephone or via return email and delete the original
and all copies. This e-mail and any attachment(s) are believed to be free from virus.
However it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that they are virus free. We do not accept any
liability for any loss or damage arising in any way from the receipt, opening or use of this e-mail and any
attachment(s). Due to the electronic nature of e-mail, there is a risk that the information contained in this
message has been modified. Consequently Exit Planning Strategies, LLC can accept no responsibility or
liability as to the completeness or accuracy of the information. Securities and Investment Advisory
Services offered through NFP Securities, Inc. Member FINRA/SIPC
NFP Securities, Inc. is not affiliated with Exit Planning Strategies, LLC.
Comment Letter No. 15 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
Jim Linscheid
To:
*Review, Environmental (DNR)
Subject:
Split Rock Campground EAW comments
Date:
Saturday, January 21, 2012 2:34:05 PM
Dear Mr. Wieland:
Thank you for taking public comments regarding the expansion of camping opportunities at Split Rock
State Park and for posting, on line, the related EAW.
For months, if not years, while we drove beside and eventually over the new Hwy 61 bridge over the
intermittent creek in the park, it was very difficult to understand just why a "million dollar" bridge was
required for a small intermittent creek. We did not then know of the Park's plans. The EAW very much
revealed why! Thanks. You are to be commended for NOT installing another separate access from Hwy
61. Thank you for that!
Some concerns persist regarding the project: Waste water treatment:77 sites and four cabins when fully
occupied will produce a CONSIDERABLE quantity of waste water.... You have noted such... You are
being REALLY encouraged to OVER BUILD your waste water treatment facilities! We know just how
difficult it is to have the 'ground' absorb waste water on much of the shore. The more efficiently and
completely the waste water is treated the less likely that it will or may become a surface or subsurface
contaminant.
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In 1963 we tent camped across Europe for much of the summer. In many of the showers there one could
use all of the cold water that one wished to. However, there was a coin operated meter which controlled
the amount of time that one could use hot water!! We would often lather up a time or two using cold
water and then luxuriate in a brief hot water rinse! Might you wish to consider something like that to
conserve both water and what ever energy source you will be using to heat water for the showers? Yes,
yes, I fully realize that today's pampered Americans will howl over such a situation! However, protecting
the north shore environment should give reason to the DNR to turn a 'deaf ear' to such howls... They will
get used to it.... Just thoughts. Meters will be much more effective than any signage, etc.! Presumably you
will be using low flow shower heads.... Yes?
Not too many years ago two young fellows from the Twin Cities area came up to the north shore in the
spring. They were dressed TOTALLY inappropriately for the weather and on ground (snow) conditions.
One of them perished of hypothermia as a result of their getting confused in the woods and not being
properly prepared. It is fully realized that 'one can not legislate out stupid'. However, might it be
appropriate to very carefully, through quality signage, warn hikers of potential cold and wet conditions
that can occur at nearly any month on the north shore? Just thoughts from one who has lived there since
1961.
The EAW mentions concerns of vegetation degradation by snow shoe hares. Frankly, while I'm not
familiar with the immediate area of the proposed campground, I do know that since about the early 1980,
for what ever reasons, the snow shoe hair know that since about the early 1980, for what ever reasons, the
snow shoe hair population on the north shore is VERY low. Granted that can suddenly change... However
it has not for some time... Just observation from an outdoors-man.
Lastly, and quite importantly, in item 8 p. 6 you mention a list of needed permits for the campground
expansion. Notable by its absence, is a Conditional Use Permit from Lake County. If a similar project was
proposed by a private individual a CUP from LC would be required. Was this an over site? Is one not
needed? If not, why not? In item 27 p. 22 you X yes, but yet require no CUP from LC...???
Please do be as respectful as possible, during both construction and operation of the campground, of any
nearby private property!
Again, thank you so much for the opportunity to comment!! Good Luck with the project!
Most sincerely,
Jim Linscheid
5850 Lax Lake Road
Silver Bay, MN 55614-3633
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Comment Letter No. 16 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From:
Carl Sannes
To:
*Review, Environmental (DNR)
Subject:
Split Rock EAW Comments - 1/25/2011
Date:
Wednesday, January 25, 2012 3:53:33 PM
I respectfully submit the following comments regarding the “Environmental Assessment
Worksheet” (EAW) for the Split Rock Lighthouse State Park Campground Expansion:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

As an adjacent land owner I am very disappointed that I was not included on the EAW distribution
list and only learned of the EAW comment period by word of mouth while on vacation in early
January. I returned from my out-of-state vacation last week and have not had time to review the
documents until this week. Consequently, I request a time extension to allow for a full review of the
EAW, including a site visit to better understand the potential project impacts.
To minimize long term environmental and aesthetic impacts all utilities should be located
underground throughout the project site. The installation should occur during the initial construction
period to avoid additional or elongated construction impacts.
Figure 5 appears to show the access road between Hwy 61 and the first loop (likely the proposed
dump station) to be on the hillside adjacent to the creek. During a project presentation a few years
ago the project representatives indicated roads would not be routed along hillsides in order to avoid
cut and fill construction and to avoid near and long term erosion and tree loss. This and other
sections of roads should be reviewed carefully to avoid hillside construction.
Baseline noise studies should be conducted to assure that state and local standards are not exceeded
during or after construction.
Item 12, Pages 12 &13 of 24: The wetland mitigation portion of this section is incomplete. The
plan needs further development since only 2.5 mitigation acres are potentially available from
adjacent counties whereas 23 acres may be needed.
Items 23 & 24, Page 20 of 24: These articles do not address the potential for odors or emissions
from the sanitary facilities or dump station. The emissions from any potential new sources should be
addressed.
The potential for increased sedimentation in the Unnamed Creek (S-031) from surface run off should
be addressed from both a near and long term perspective.
It appears the EAW should address whether the Unnamed Creek is a trout stream. If so, the
implications should be addressed.
The potential environmental impact from camper cabins seems to be an unfortunate part of this
proposed project scope since there are so many seasonal and year round resort options already
located along the North Shore. It seems to be an unnecessary part of the proposed project scope. As
nice as they are, the inclusion of the proposed camper cabins in the project scope should be
reconsidered.
The figures provided do not show the proposed sanitary station, sanitary dump station, mound system
or well location. The figures should be revised to clarify the proposed locations and size.
The boring locations should be superimposed on the proposed site development figure.

Please include me on future distribution lists and let me know if you have any questions or comments.
Thanks,
Carl A Sannes Jr
143 W Pleasant Lake Rd
St Paul, MN 55127
H: 651-484-4916; C: 651-308-7686
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Comment Letter No. 17 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Comment Letter No. 18 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Comment Letter No. 19 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Comment Letter No. 20 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Comment Letter No. 21 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Comment Letter No. 22 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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ATTACHMENT NO. 2
SPLIT ROCK LIGHTHOUSE STATE PARK
CAMPGROUND EXPANSION PROJECT
WRITTEN COMMENTS RECEIVED AFTER
EAW PUBLIC REVIEW AND COMMENT PERIOD
===========================================
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kevan Hanson
*Review, Environmental (DNR)
Split Rock EAW
Wednesday, January 25, 2012 9:46:06 PM

I recently learned of the planned expansion to Split Rock Light House Campground.
I have regularly visited the campground since I was 5 years old because it is one of the few remaining
places in Minnesota to relax and enjoy nature in a private/tranquil setting. It would be a tragedy to lose
the rustic feeling of the existing campground. Please reconsider.
Kevan Hanson
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ATTACHMENT NO. 3
SPLIT ROCK LIGHTHOUSE STATE PARK
CAMPGROUND EXPANSION PROJECT
RECORD OF DECISION
REVISED FIGURE 5.
SPLIT ROCK LIGHTHOUSE STATE PARK
CAMPGROUND EXPANSION – PROPOSED
DEVELOPMENT.
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